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Abstract :  Now-a-days an increasing demand for internet service as reached its extremities such that productive 

resource allocation and utilization had the knock the minds of cloud service providers. However many works have been 

put forth the queuing models for servicing the request, in our work we have considered M/M/c/K(c servers and queue 
K to hold client request) for resource allocation and appended the Dynamic MultiSwarm-Particle Swarm 

Optimization(DMS-PSO).Applying DMS-PSO, waiting time servers is collected to find local best and regrouped based 

on it, finally least global best swarm(least waiting time swarm) is selected and the request is sent to it continuously till 
the servers become busy. By collaborating M/M/c/K and DMS-PSO over head on distribution calculation is reduced 

which leads pavement for efficient system utilization. 

 

IndexTerms - Cloud datacenter, queuing model, Dynamic MultiSwarm-Particle Swarm Optimization, waiting 

time and power efficiency. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The increasing demand for service from the internet providers and cloud based computation has exponentially 
increased the count of servers in huge data centers. The electric power consumption in these data centers has reached 

the maximum capacity.  Even at the low service rate datacenters require about 65% of the total power consumption 

[1][2]. The reason behind this is that the datacenters are designed for high traffic even though the average service load 

is 60% of the maximum service load [3].To maintain the efficient power utilization the unutilized servers will be 
turned off [4][5], however this operation have major drawback with concern to performance factors of the servers[4]. 

Therefore, the issue of managing power consumption of the servers to reach outstanding performance is important. 

In real time applications of data centers defined set of backup servers will be turned on/off dynamically. In our 
proposed work the server groups are dynamically selected based on the average waiting time of the group of servers. 

The financial cost and time duration for switching the servers cannot be neglected [6], because too many backup 

servers may reduce the service rate and increase the power utilization. Identifying an optimal backup collection of 
servers and number of servers in each collection is a challenge in achieving efficient power consumption. Considering 

the above situation, our work collectively correlates the power consumption of all the server groups and service 

request waiting time in dynamic environment. Firstly all the servicing servers are grouped into different groups based 

the worst average waiting time and best average waiting time dynamically based on Dynamic Multi Particle Swarm 
optimization [7]. The queuing of service is established to maintain the load balancing between the different groups of 

servers which are dynamically grouped. In the goal of identifying the optimal server switching mechanism, we 

emphasize on minimizing the power consumption by considering the performance factor in terms of average service 
waiting time. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the related work of discuss about cloud data center, 

DynamicMultiSwarm-Particle Swarm Optimization(DMS-PSO) and queuing model. Section 3, have the proposed 

work which explains the integration of queuing model with DMS-PSO. Section 4 projects the formulated results for 

waiting time in the system and its utilization percentage with queuing model and integration of queuing model and 
DMS-PSO. Section 5 concludes our view about the system utilization evolution by considering queuing model 

alliance with DMS-PSO.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

2.1 CLOUD DATACENTER: 

 
 A cloud is collection of resources like development software, storage services, middleware and virtual 

infrastructures required for computation on the cloud paradigm, which pays the way for designing, developing, 
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implementing and managing cloud applications. The data centers on cloud are geographically distributed based on 
requirements by the cloud service providers. Sometimes the workload on these data centers are more than their 

capacity but the service providers should optimally distribute the service request among the data centers with the goal 

of increasing their revenue. Reaching these objectives is quite difficult due some of the incident that leads to cloud 
service breakdown such as power rampage, security breakdown and natural calamities etc. Therefore cloud service 

providers are experiencing these kind of serious issues in providing continues service which is directly proportional 

to their revenue, were in providers should have efficacious strategy to handle straggle service availability. A positive 

motivation of research work has been under process to focus on optimizing the provisioning of effective cloud service 
by decreasing its operational cost [8].  Usually the modern servers operates between 10% to 50% of maximum possible 

utilization. Later at this degree of utilization, the energy efficiency of the gradually reduces [9]. Inspite of low average 

utilization there exists upgradation of system to reach the essentials of service-level-agreements (SLAs), services 
providers forcibly allocating huge amount of resources, which leads to energy inefficiency [10]. 

Productive power and performance issues in huge data centers has attracted in recent years. It can be differentiated 

into dynamic resource management and static resources management. In case of static management enormous energy 

is consumed for provisioning efficacious performance necessities under high traffic. Considering this criteria recent 
investigations have come up with dynamicity which switch on and off servers according to real time load [10].In [11], 

author have proposed a power consumption model and workload allocation model in order to check the trade-off 

between them.  
 

2.2 DMS_PSO:  
 
Particle swarm optimizer imitates flocking of birds, school of fish, herd of animal to resolve optimization 

complications. The PSO was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [12][13].  Too many single objective 

optimization issues can be denoted as 

 
 

                                                   𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑓(𝑥), 𝑥 = [𝑥1, 𝑥2, … . . , 𝑥𝐷]                                           (1) 

𝑥 ∈ [𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥] 
 

 

Where, D total count of parameters to be optimized. Xmin and xmax are upper extremity and lower extremity of the 

search area. In PSO, each solution carrying node is regarded as particle. Every Particle move through the D 
dimensional parameter space while observing the previous data collected in the process of search. The solution 

carrying nodes have incline towards better search area throughout the course of search activity [14]. In dynamic multi 

swarm particle swarm optimization (DMS-PSO) the swarms are tiny group of nodes. The whole set of nodes are 
grouped into smaller swarms, these groups of swarms are regrouped based on different regrouping schedules and later 

data is exchanged themselves. It is more efficient than any other PSO type for multi nodal issues [15]. 

 

2.3 QUEUING MODEL:  
 

In distributed environment like cloud, the request from the client is sent to the application which is provided in data 

center. These user requests are distributed among the servers in the data center by the load balancer or efficient 
resource allocating algorithms. By this the resources in the data center are utilized up to their mark, in turn it reduces 

waiting time which decreases the power consumption of the system. Once the service request is issued from the client 

the response time is calculated with help of Queuing Theory (QT) [16]. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

In this section we propose our work for less power consumption strategy by implementing queuing theory and 

considering average waiting of the service request. The proposed model adjust the number of servers using Dynamic 
multiswarm- particle swarm optimization, the swarm of servers are regrouped every time based on best average waiting 

time and worst average waiting time. A queuing model is illustrated in figure 1, which shows the M/M/c/K queuing layout.  

 
According to M/M/c/K framework, (λ) a passion entry for service request, the time difference between requests is 

exponential with the rate μ, the buffer size (K) of the queue is finite, so the if it is full the request is rejected. The queue 

follows the First-In-First-Out algorithm [17].  
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Fig 1: Service quest queuing model 

 

Figure1 explains the queuing model for infinite user request, with K be the queue buffer size and C be the number 

of servers in the system. 
λService request arrival rate. 

𝝁   Average service rate. 

LAverage number of customers in the server 
Lq Average number of customers in the queue 

Waverage time spent in the server 

Wq  average waiting time in the queue 

𝝆𝒒 Congestion rate at queue. 

𝝆  Congestion rate at server. 

 

According to Little’s queuing rules [18]:  L = λW       (2) 
 
                                                        s         Lq = λWq      (3) 
 

                                    W = Wq + 
𝟏

µ
                    (4) 

 

Let  c denote number of identical server 
 

                                𝝆 = 
𝝀

𝒄µ
                          (5) 

 

 

K be the buffer size of queue 

 

                                                                𝝆𝒒= 
𝜆

𝐾µ
                                   (6) 

 

For M/M/c queuing model: 

 

                                                     𝑳𝒒 =
𝑷𝟎(

𝝀

µ
)

𝒄
𝝆𝑺

𝒄!(𝟏−𝝆𝑺)𝟐                                                                                           (7) 
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Where  

 

                                                            𝒑𝟎  = 𝟏/ [∑
(cρ)m

m!
 c−1

m=0 +  
(cρ)𝒄

𝒄!(𝟏−ρ)
]                                                        (8) 

 

 

P0 donates the probability that there is no request in the system. 
 

                    Wq =    
𝐿𝑞

𝜆
                                                                                                           (9) 

 

                 W= Wq + 
1

µ
                                                                                             (10) 

 

  

                                         
Fig 2: DMO-PSO regrouping 

 

 
Initially the nodes are randomly divided into number of swarms and the request is fed into those servers that are idle. As 

when the request rate fluctuate the server becomes busy and idle every now and then,  switching on and off server based on 

request rate will add initialization cost and time so Dynamic Multiswarm- Particle Swarm Optimization (DM-PSO) is used 

to gain power efficiency. In our work we have consider a set of nodes, assume they are grouped randomly into some three 
swarms. Let each swarm consist of servers, the waiting time in each server calculated as local best (LB). The local best of 

each node in the swarm is compared with its neighbor node in the same swarm to identify the servers which is having least 

average waiting time and the highest average waiting time. 

 

 According to DMS-PSO the swarm is regrouped into different swarms dynamically based on some factors. Fig 2 depicts 

Dynamic Multiswarm –Particle Swarm Optimization. Appling DMS-PSO, in our work the servers of different swarms 

having least range of  average waiting time are dynamically group to single swarm, the servers of different swarm having 
highest range of waiting time will be grouped into one more different swarm and later the local best in between least and 

highest range will be grouped in to one group.  

 
The swarms created by least range of average waiting time will be global best. So as the request load on server varies, 

switching the server between on and off state maximizes the power consumption. Instead client request should be serviced 

by the swarm having global best. This way global best swarm will be fed with further requests and make the best utilization 
of the server efficiency.  
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

 

To work with the proposed idea, we have consider 12 servers initially they are grouped into swarm of 4 nodes and 

assume queue size be 3. With the different pattern of arrival rate (λ) and the service rate be (µ=5) the system is formulated 
to find the waiting time in each server.  

The system waiting time and utilization is tabulated below shows the expected results for resource allocation in the cloud 

data center for efficient power utilization by combining M/M/c/K queuing model and DMS-PSO. 

 

 

Table 4.1: Waiting time and system utilization at cloud data center with M/M/c/K queuing model 

 
 

Arrival rate (λ) service waiting 

time  

System 

utilization(%) 

19 -18.75 0.66 

20 -17.85 0.66 

21 8.56 0.57 

22 2.45 0.63 

23 0.845 0.65 

24 0.376 0.69 

 

 

Negative system waiting time indicates unstable system but later is reaches 0.3 and system utilization is graduallsy 

increased. The system utilization shows too variations initially however later it projected with idle values.  
 

 

Table 4.2: Waiting time and system utilization combine M/M/c/K queuing model and DMS-PSO 
 

 

Arrival rate (λ) service waiting 

time  

System 

utilization(%) 

19 0.1515 0.80 

20 0.149 0.833 

21 0.1459 0.85 

22 0.1426 0.867 

23 0.1391 0.883 

24 0.1355 0.9 

 

 

The results shows the service waiting time as gradually decreased by appending DMS-PSO with queuing model for 
efficient power utilization. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we have analyzed the issue of service request allocation among servers in data center. As the increase in 

service request the cloud data centre is featured with queuing model for efficient resource allocation. The M/M/c/K 
queuing model is applied for allocating request for servers. In DMS-PSO the particles are divided into sub swarms 

based on particle best and the global best is calculated by regrouping the swarms, finally the request is sent to swarm 

with lowest global best value which means swarm with lowest waiting time. Collaborating M/M/c/K queuing model 
and DMS-PSO, once the swarm of servers is identified with global best the next upcoming request will be sent to them 

directly without any lay back, till those servers become busy. Similarly further regrouping takes places, so that for 

certain amount of time the distribution calculation can be with held. In our future work we are trying to implement on 
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realistic approach by conducting simulation and develop algorithm to find optimization solution mathematically, with 
large number of heterogeneous servers. 
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